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STEP UP - FREE MAINS TEST SERIES - 2022  

ETHICS TEST 

 

        Duration: 3 Hours                                                                              Total Marks: 250 

 

All Questions are compulsory and answer within the mentioned word limit 

 

SECTION – A 

 

1. (a)     Discuss the role of virtues and ethics in enhancing the fight for sustainability.  
                            (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

(b)     Bring out the importance of rights and freedom in inculcating moral values in a person. 

        Highlight major instances from our freedom struggle where we have fought ethically in spite

        of being suppressed.                                                                              (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

2. (a)      What is moral absolutism? Explain with examples.                            (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

(b)     What are the main ethical issues involved in rising inequality in India? Evaluate the  

        effectiveness of Gandhi’s trusteeship theory in today’s corporate world. 
                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

3. What does each of the following quotations mean to you? 

(a) “No price is too high to pay for the privilege of owning yourself.”- Friedrich Nietzsche 

                            (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

(b) "The price of peace is righteousness" - Ezra Taft Benson                     (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

(c) “By plucking her petals, you do not gather the beauty of the flower.” – Rabindranath Tagore 
                          (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

4. (a)    Elaborate the role of emotional intelligence in conflict resolution. Discuss with examples the 
       various conflict resolution strategies a civil servant can utilize.          (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

(b)   Discuss the basic measures which you would include if you were asked to evaluate the  

       performance of a civil servant. Would you give more importance to the code of ethics or 

       citizens’ perception of public service quality?                                      (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

5. (a)   Discuss the vital role played by citizens’ charter in public life and governance. If you were a 

      civil servant discuss the measures you would take to include public opinion in your  
      governance.                                                                                            (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

(b)   Do you agree that without the right to information (RTI), governments cannot be held  

      accountable for their actions? Analyze the major hindrances to this right and the reforms 

      needed.                                                                                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words) 
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6. (a)   “If you live on the river, befriend the crocodile.” Discuss the relevance of this Indian proverb 
       in the context of international relations.                                                (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

(b)    Discuss the impact of civil service values such as integrity, low corruption, and impartiality 

       on the socio-economic development of the country.                           (10 Marks, 150 Words) 

 

SECTION - B 

 

7. You are a senior manager in the overseas operations of ABC Corporation. ABC is a multinational 

corporation in the field of IT services and is seeking to expand its business avenues. Two years ago, 

it started a new venture in tourism and hospitality and has invested $20 million in the neighboring 

country X. Country X is a small island nation with a small but developing economy. Six months 

after the construction of the hotel began, the project was delayed due to the corona pandemic. 

Construction had come to a halt and the government had promised tax cuts and other incentives for 

the corporation to continue its operations. After the pandemic, the country didn't recover as 

expected, and financial mismanagement by the government led to further economic collapse. The 

economy is in free fall, where the price of imports has skyrocketed. Rising fuel prices and other 

construction imports have made construction extremely costly. The government is hopeful of the 

economic recovery and wants the corporation to invest further and not abandon them at this crucial 

moment. As a senior manager, you have in earlier instances negotiated with the government for 

better deals and incentives. Considering the huge risks involved in investing more, the Board now 

wants you to negotiate a complete tax-free status for the project and expeditious economic 

clearances for the previously unapproved projects in eco-sensitive zones. These new projects would 

increase the investments to $100 million. The government of X is upset by such proposals as this 

would not create any value for them in return other than a few extra jobs. But the government is 

desperate for dollar reserves and doesn't want to miss the opportunity. As someone who has studied 

the tourism potential of the country, you know that it's good to invest more. Though the new 

incentives sought by the board create profits for shareholders, you feel that it is morally wrong for 

an already struggling country. Instead, you propose to launch a humanitarian drive for struggling 

locals where the hotel is being constructed as this would increase the brand value and awareness. 

Your suggestion is shut off and the board wants you to somehow negotiate the deal with the 

government of X and nothing more. 

1. Discuss the ethical issues involved in the situation. What are the options available to you? 

Discuss their merits and demerits.  

2. What is corporate ethics? Examine the role of a private corporation in society. Should they 

work towards creating value for people and the ecosystems where they serve? 

                                        (20 Marks, 250 Words) 

 

8. X is a 27-year-old medical representative (MR) who is a part of healthcare major ABC life division. 

Last month, he allegedly committed suicide by jumping in front of a train. A note found on him is 

said to have mentioned "sales pressure", or the inability to meet sales targets, as having compelled 

him to take the step. The incident sparked unrest among ABC's local field representatives, who 

have staged a series of demonstrations, demanding adequate compensation for the dead employee's 

family and better service conditions for field representatives.  

An investigation was ordered and it was found that ABC pharma lures doctors to recommend their 

brand of medicines through high-value bribes through medical representatives, such as 
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smartphones, credit cards, e-vouchers, etc.  Doctors are also lured to prescribe unrelated yet 

expensive tests in ABC labs. And at the receiving end of this are medical representatives who are 

tracked by their supervisors using iPads, which is a source of constant stress. X was not able to 

meet these targets and his incentives were cut, he had many loans to pay off. With huge stress and 

mounting pressure X committed suicide. There is no law to regulate unethical promotional practices 

prevalent in the pharmaceutical industry. Patients are forced to buy costly medicines and go to 

costly tests.  

1. Highlighting the instances from the above case study, examine the importance of ethics in 

Healthcare.  

2. What would your options be if you were X? How would you handle the situation? 

                                                                         (20 Marks, 250 Words) 

 

9. You are hailing from a remote village. You are the only person who is pursuing a degree in your 

community. You have had access to education and modern values. You want every child in your 

village to have a good education. During holidays you visit your village and teach the children. In 

one such instance, you have come to know that one of the girls whom you used to teach is getting 

married. She is 17 and is about to complete her 12th standard. Child marriages like these were 

common within your community in the past but these have largely reduced now. You want to 

eliminate such practices. You have come to know that the person she is getting married to is your 

cousin. You talk to him about the importance of her education and the ills of child marriage. He 

seems to ignore your advice but promises that she will be allowed to continue her education and he 

is even ready to fund it. The girl's parents have convinced her to accept the marriage as they can't 

afford to educate her any further. You speak to both the parties again but they are not ready to call 

off the marriage or wait for another year until she turns 18. Your mother scolds you for interfering 

in their family matters and says that nothing much is going to happen in a year. She warns that any 

further attempts would lead to fights within the family and even within the community. If that 

happens you will not be allowed to interact within the community and teach them further.  

1. What are the options available to you in this scenario? Discuss their merits and demerits. 

Would you consider contacting the police despite such a warning from your mother?  

2. Why do you think people still practice child marriage? Highlight the ethical issues associated 

with it.  

3. Discuss the steps required to strengthen the community values in such scenarios. 

                                                         (20 Marks, 250 Words) 

 

10. Arun is a young 32-year-old politician who has plans of contesting the next MLA elections. He is 

an engineering graduate and worked as an electrical engineer in a reputed firm. While undertaking 

electrical works for public projects under the firm he noticed the high levels of corruption while 

dealing with public money and resolved to fight against corruption by being a legislator. In the past 

5 years, he has actively worked towards organizing people in demanding various social works in 

his hometown through a number of campaigns. These campaigns are successful and he is popular 

among the public. A state party that is in opposition has assured him a ticket for contesting the next 

election. The incumbent three times MLA is worried about Arun's rising popularity. He has started 

distributing sarees, liquor, and cash to the public. Arun campaigns on his popularity and further 

promises people of developmental work once he is elected. Arun is short of the huge marketing 

budget required to campaign across the constituency and reach every voter. With less time left he 
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isn't able to generate enough money through voluntary donations. Arun ultimately loses the 

elections by a narrow margin. Arun concludes that huge money is required to contest elections and 

notices that people seem to favour freebies. The next election is due in 5 years and Arun has changed 

his strategies and has focused on using his popularity and political connections to make money by 

providing contracts, transfers, etc. His main aim now is to win in the upcoming elections. 

1. Would you agree with Arun's new plan of action? Do you think that Arun has lost his initial 

ideals? Give reasons for your argument. 

2. Examine the influence of one's experiences in forming one's behavior and attitude. 

                                        (20 Marks, 250 Words) 

 

11. You are a software developer in a social media company. You joined the company after graduation 

at its nascent stage, over the past 2 years the company has grown exponentially and has millions of 

users. You have worked hard for the growth of the company and have simultaneously cleared 

managerial certifications.  The company today is valued at 2 billion dollars . In recognition to your 

successful work , you have been promoted as a manager and as a bonus you have been offered a 

huge pay rise or company stock options with limited rise. The company has huge potential to grow 

and you have chosen the stock options, you have also invested a portion of your saving in these 

stocks. After working as a manager for a few months , you have come to know that a chaotic and 

reckless environment exists at the top management. The company allows too many of its managers 

to access the platform's central controls and most sensitive information without adequate oversight. 

Some of the company's senior-most executives have been trying to cover up the company's serious 

vulnerabilities, and one or more current employees may be working for a foreign intelligence 

service. The intelligence service gathers sensitive information on foreign political activists. You 

realize that this poses a threat to users' personal information, company shareholders, national 

security, and to democracy. The company's leadership has misled its own board and government 

regulators about its security vulnerabilities leading to a huge market valuation. You feel that it's 

morally wrong and the company's practices are unethical. You discuss these issues with a senior 

manager but he rationalizes the issue pointing out that every tech company oversells itself in the 

market and that the data is the new oil that has to be explored and exploited. You think about 

releasing these sensitive documents anonymously but that could lead to many investigations and 

the collapse of the company's stocks. That would erase your personal fortunes and years of effort 

invested in the company.  

1. Discuss the ethical dilemmas a whistleblower would undergo. Do you think it's important to 

be morally correct at every step of our life? 

2. Discuss the importance of data security and ethical aspects of data mining. 

3. What are the options available to you? What would be the best possible option that you can 

conclude on?                                                                                          (20 Marks, 250 Words) 

 

12. Nandgad is a small remote district. It has deciduous vegetation that receives adequate rainfall and 

has an irrigation canal flowing through it. Agriculture is the main activity in this district which lacks 

industries. Shivpur is its administrative center that has a defunct paper industry. The industry has 

been closed due to mismanagement. It has all the facilities of a district headquarters. Earlier the 

industry used to employ many workers and the town was buzzing with activities. A railway line 

passes 10 km from shivpur. The state government offers a 5 years tax holiday as an incentive to 

industries. 
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You have plans of reviving the paper industry and decide to take benefits of the tax break. You 

acquire the defunct industry and work hard on reviving the eucalyptus plantation and strengthening 

and modernizing irrigation with drip irrigation  with the help of the agriculture department. It has 

benefitted the local farmers to diversify their income sources. You have employed the local people 

and were very happy to get jobs near their homes. The industry required huge investments to renew 

the old machinery. Despite this, you have provided the employees with basic income during the 

lockdown. There is a major review pending by the district administration to decide on the tax 

incentive. The incentive is dependent on a few conditions of meeting the required employment and 

value created. The official responsible for this review is delaying it. You have complained about 

the same with the administration but have not heard back from them. You are increasingly facing 

power issues and you have written and requested the power department for increasing the 

authorized usage , but they are delaying it. You speak with owners of other industries and found 

that the administration is riddled with corruption and no work will progress without bribing the 

officials. You are upset that beneficial industries are made to suffer. You raise the issue at higher 

levels in the state and even through media channels. This has upset the district administration and 

the officer has pointed out the lack of full pay to the employees during the lockdown and has 

threatened to review negatively. Your efforts to improve irrigation have received backlash from the 

agriculture department. Now you are expected to pay more than before to smoothen the operations 

of your industry. 

1. Discuss the ethical values associated with corruption. How does it affect the growth of the 

country? 

2. Explain the values of public administration which are neglected in this case study. 

3. How would you proceed further? Evaluate if relocating to other districts with favourable 

administration is a better option.                                                            (20 Marks, 250 Words) 
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1. “It is a mistake to suppose that there is always a single right answer to every ethical dilemma” 
     (Richard Norman). Evaluate.                                                                             (10 marks,150 words)
1. Identify the ‘ideal ’ways in which a public authority has to exercise its power.
                                                                                                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)

Answer each of the following question in not more than 120 words:                                 (8x10=80)
1. ‘A good life is one inspired by love and guided by knowledge.’ Substantiate your view.1. Do you think life is a quest for meaning rather than being a quest for happiness? Argue your
    case.

1. Non-proliferation is a desirable goal while nuclear capability is a strategic necessity in
    today’s world. How can these seemingly contradictory moral stances be balanced? Give
    examples to justify your answer.                                                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE

1. A. Examine the relationship between the process of socialization of an individual and
        his/her moral constitution. Give examples to substantiate your answer.   (10 Marks, 150 Words)

SECTION – A

1. A. The attitude towards public service from within and outside public institutions and
         organisations has undergone a tectonic shift in recent times. Do you agree? Justify your
         answer.                                                                                                (10 Marks, 150 Words)

1. A. There has been tectonic shift in the public services owing to factors like digital
         revolution, globalisation etc. Assess how these changes have impacted public services.
                                                                                                                         (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL

1. A. There has been tectonic shift in the public services owing to factors like the digital
         revolution, globalisation etc. Assess how these changes have impacted public services.
                                                                                                                            (10 Marks, 150 Words)

1. a) India public administration is suffering from traditional bureaucratic attitudes such as
       rigid hierarchy and too much importance to rules & regulations. Do you agree with this
       view? Justify your answer.                                                                        (10 Marks, 150 Words)

1. a) Identify the skills that are needed for the civil servants to suit the changing needs of public
        services today.                                                                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

1. a) Organ donation by living donors clearly saves lives but one person becomes a patient to benefit
        another person who is already a patient. Discuss the ethical questions involved in organ
       donation and transplantation.                                                                        (10 Marks,150 Words)

1. (a) Discuss the role of virtues and ethics in enhancing the fight for sustainability.
                                                                                                                      (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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2. “It is said that some human actions can lead to both ethical and unethical consequences 
     simultaneously and it is necessary to prioritize the values and decide to either do or not do the
     action”. Illustrate the statement.                                                                        (10 marks,150 words)

2. In the context of Civil Services in democracy, the Civil Servant's accountability to elected
    representatives is at times in clash with their responsibility to greater good. Which one
    should take precedence according to you? Argue your case.             (10 Mark, 150 Words)

2. Some values are said to have eternal importance regardless of changes in history. Discuss
    three such values that underpin welfare of humankind.
2. The public sector has to frequently interact with the private sector and the private sector
    often deals with public resources. What are the ethics that must govern such interactions?
                                                                                                                      (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
1. B. Ethics does not require religion but religion without ethics can be dangerous. Elucidate.
                                                                                                                (10 Marks, 150 Words)

1. B. A good leader is like a banana tree rather than a banyan tree. Elucidate.
                                                                                                                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
1. b) There is an alarming rise of cases of bureaucrats getting involved in corruption. What
         has legitimised corruption as a way of life in India?                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)

1. b) “Fairness is a basic requirement for meaningful competition”. Do you agree with this view?
        Justify your answer with suitable examples.                                           (10 Marks, 150 Words)1. b) Every culture passes certain values such as empathy, compassion from generation to generation.
        Discuss some of the values of Indian culture which helps us to develop an ideal personality
                                                                                                                            (10 Marks, 150 Words)

1. (b) Bring out the importance of rights and freedom in inculcating moral values in a person.
          Highlight major instances from our freedom struggle where we have fought ethically in spite
         of being suppressed.                                                                               (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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3. “Decline of joint families has done more harm than good”. Discuss the ethical implications.
                                                                                                                                  (10 marks,150 words)

3. Suggest some measures to make the Citizen's Charter movement a real success in India.
                                                                                                          (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. Do you think ‘courage of conviction ’will lead to indiscipline in civil services?3. “Leadership is the ability to get extraordinary achievement from ordinary people.” Examine
     with respect to the role of emotional intelligence in a workplace.      (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
2. A. What does this quote mean to you? “The highest education is that which does not merely
         give us information but makes our life in harmony with all existence.” (Rabindranath
         Tagore)                                                                                           (10 Marks, 150 Words)

2. A. Critically analyze the debates around abortion rights of women with specific emphasis
         on the ethical dimensions.                                                                          (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
2. a) ‘Social justice provides equal opportunity to every citizen in the matter of social and
         economical activities. Do you agree with this view? Justify your answer.
                                                                                                                        (10Marks, 150 Words)

2. a) How can emphasis on ethical AI transform the public sector? Discuss with suitable
       examples.                                                                                                     (10 Marks, 150 Words)
2. a) How does an ethical vision and an ethical quotient help in combating corruption in public
        services?                                                                                                      (10 Marks, 150 Words)

2. (b) What are the main ethical issues involved in rising inequality in India? Evaluate the
         effectiveness of Gandhi’s trusteeship theory in today’s corporate world.
                                                                                                                         (10 Marks, 150 Words)

2. (a) What is moral absolutism? Explain with examples.                          (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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4. Explain the role of human values in making a person public-spirited.        (10 marks,150 words)
4. “Corruption in India, of late, is being fought through new and unconventional mechanisms”.
     Discuss them with examples.                                                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. Discuss some criticisms levelled against Daniel Goleman’s model of Emotional Intelligence.4. What are the key attributes required in a public servant living in the current post-truth age
     for discharging his/her functions efficiently?                                  (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
2. B. “The bamboo that bends is stronger than the oak that resists.” (Japanese proverb) What
          relevance does this quote have to public service?                      (10 Marks, 150 Words)

2. B. Explain how impartiality and non-partisanship is a valuable assets in public service
         using examples from recent times.                                                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
2. b) Discuss how Basavanna’s philosophy is still relevant in contemporary Indian society.
                                                                                                                        (10 Marks, 150 Words)

2. b) Should ethics and integrity be taught as a separate subject in schools and colleges? Justify your
        answer.                                                                                                     (10 Marks, 150 Words)

2. b) Examine the relevance of the following in the context of civil service:
        (a) selflessness
        (b) openness
        (c) public accountability
        (d) public trust                                                                                              (10 Marks, 150 Words)

2. (b) What are the main ethical issues involved in rising inequality in India? Evaluate the
          effectiveness of Gandhi’s trusteeship theory in today’s corporate world.
                                                                                                                        (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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5. Crisis and miseries in modern life could be attributed to prioritizing economic values over human
    values. Elucidate.                                                                                                   (10 marks,150 words)

5. What are the factors determining quality of public service delivery? List two functions of
    Code of Conduct in this regard.                                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)
5. Define environmental ethics and briefly discuss its various components.5. What is the meaning of ‘crisis of conscience’? Give instances of it in public life.
                                                                                                                     (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
2. C. “What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have lived. It is what difference we
          have made to the lives of others that will determine the significance of the life we lead.”
          (Nelson Mandela) What does this quote mean to you?                  (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. A. “The motivation to dedicate oneself to public service should be based on serving the
          needs of the public selflessly; a fact that is fast diminishing in India”. Examine the
          statement in the context of the present state of civil services in India. (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
3. a) Tendency of nations to pursue self interests beyond the framework of rationality and
         principles of moral duty is growing’ Examine this statement in the context of
         international relations.                                                                              (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. a) With the growing decentralisation of power, is it essential to promote ethical standards    
         common to all local elected representatives? Suggest some suitable ethical standards.
                                                                                                                      (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. a) “One of the important functions of the civil services is to speak truth to power”. Justify with a
         suitable illustration.                                                                                  (10 Marks 150 Words)

3. What does each of the following quotations mean to you?
    (a) “No price is too high to pay for the privilege of owning yourself.”- Friedrich Nietzsche 
                                                                                                                (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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6. What are the ethical concerns regarding capital punishment? Should India abolish it?
                                                                                                                                       (10 marks,150 words)

6. The role of Official Secrets Act in our democracy is often overlooked and it is one-sidedly
    considered to weaken right to information. Comment critically.      (10 Marks, 150 Words)

6. Corruption is caused by gross selfishness of so many individuals of a nation. Substantiate.6. Define climate justice. Why is it extremely important in present times?  (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
3. A. Work ethic of an organization has a bearing on its output and reputation. Comment.
                                                                                                      (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. B. “The art of persuasion can succeed when it is accompanied by a dedicated effort to
          actively listen to the needs and the grievances of the target group”. Do you think the
          Indian governance structure upholds this statement? Justify your answer
                                                                                                                          (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
3. b) ‘Public officials have the responsibility to perceive the will of the people that may be in
         conflict with their own personal values.’ Critically evaluate with suitable examples.
                                                                                                                        (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. b) What do you know about Stoics ethics? Elaborate.                                 (10 Marks, 150 Words)3. b) Outline the core values of civil services and the standards of behaviour expected of all civil
        servants in upholding these values.                                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. (b) "The price of peace is righteousness" - Ezra Taft Benson                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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7. You are a Superintendent of Police (SP). In your district, a young girl was sexually assaulted by 
    a Member of Legislative Assembly (MLA). The MLA has been arrested and bail is denied. The 
    adjudication is happening for last few weeks, on a day, while the victim and witnesses were on 
    their way back to home from court, a truck has hit their car and everyone including victim were
    left critically injured. Now, pressure on you to pursue this case with effective prosecution has 
    increased. But your wife is tremendously disturbed by what has happened to the victim. In light 
    of the money and muscle power behind the scene, she is deeply anxious about any threats to your
    life in coming days. She vehemently argues with you to seek a transfer and withdraw from this 
    case like your predecessor. She is affected by a similar story in which she lost her father who was
    an honest Sub-Inspector.
    How will you respond to your wife and how do you justify your stand?      (20 marks, 250 words)

7. You are Secretary of Ministry of Higher Education. There is a scheme from your ministry
    that finances overseas education of meritorious girl. Your daughter is a very bright student.
    She won gold medal at University. She wants to be independent. Hence, without your
    knowledge, she applied for this scheme and she got qualified too. But, now, the media has
    stirred up a controversy that you favoured your daughter and got her scholarship. Media has
    started questioning even the competence of your daughter and genuineness of her
    certificates. What shall you do? Also, how media and other watchdogs act as a restraint on
    genuine policy making.                                                                                   (20 Marks, 250 Words)

7. ‘Your conscience is the measure of the honesty of your selfishness.’ Explain the statement
       with illustration from your personal life.

7. “In order for the light to shine so brightly, the darkness must be present” (Francis Bacon).
     Explain this quote in the context of human values.                            (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
3. B. Morals are not written in stone but amenable to change and rejection. Examine in the
        context of Indian society and history.                                        (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. What does each of the following quotations mean to you in the present context?
    a. “We are dangerous when we are not conscious of our responsibility for how we behave,
          think, and feel.”- Marshall B. Rosenberg                                              (10 Marks, 150 Words)

A. “We are dangerous when we are not conscious of our responsibility for how we behave,
       think, and feel.”- Marshall B. Rosenberg                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
4. a) Ethical Corporate Governance helps in growing the reputation of a company making it
        more profitable and sustainable. Analyse.                                               (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. a) Is diminishing ‘spirit of service’ among public servants eroding the quality of public service?
        Illustrate.                                                                                                 (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. a) What do you understand by nationalism? What significance does it hold in your life?
                                                                                                                            (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. (c) “By plucking her petals, you do not gather the beauty of the flower.” – Rabindranath Tagore 
                                                                                                                        (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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8. Substantiate the incompatibility between national interest and ethics at the level of
     international politics.

8. State some of the measures taken to enhance the quality of corporate governance in India.
    Suggest some measures to improve it further.                                  (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
4. A. Is it possible to be ethical in the political field? Give examples to justify your answer.
                                                                                                           (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. b. “Dispassionate objectivity is itself a passion, for the real and the truth”- Abraham
         Maslow                                                                                                (10 Marks 150 Words)

4. B. "silence becomes cowardice when occasion demands speaking out the whole truth and
          acting accordingly" - Mahatma Gandhi                                               (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
4. b)  Work culture determines the efficiency and effectiveness of an organisation. But the
         public institutions are infected with a negative work environment that fosters delays,
         non-commitment to work, non-responsiveness etc. What do you understand by Work
         culture? What measures can be taken to bring positive changes in the work culture of
         the government?                                                                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. b) Does the attitude of comparison lead to compromise in ethical or moral stand for a public
        servant? Discuss.                                                                              (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. b) What are the major emotional intelligence competencies that help an individual to navigate and
        manage a crisis?                                                                                        (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. (a) Elaborate the role of emotional intelligence in conflict resolution. Discuss with examples the
           various conflict resolution strategies a civil servant can utilize.        (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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8. You lost your parents at a very young age and burden of caring two of your younger siblings fell 
    on you. Ramesh, an owner of small bakery offers you a job with which you and your siblings 
    make a living. Inspired by his compassion you worship him in heart and carry a photograph of 
    him with you always. You left the area after few years. You struggled and become a civil servant. 
    You are the newly appointed Labour Commissioner and the Ministry of Women and Child 
    Development writes to you to crackdown the highest incidence of child
    labour in your jurisdiction. Ramesh has now developed to establish chains of bakeries in the  
    area and he has been charged for employing child labourers.
    What will be your action against Ramesh? Justify by giving your arguments.
                                                                                                                                 (20 marks, 250 words)

8. You are commissioner of a municipal corporation. There is huge menace of street dogs.
    There is public outcry against the street dogs. Recently a young boy has been bitten to death
    by these street dogs. Public are also criticising corporation for inaction. Catching the street
    dogs and captivating them seems to be the only practicable solution. However, several NGOs
    are strongly objecting to such a move.
    1. What would you do in such a situation?
    2. Discuss the ethical dilemma of a ‘care-giving State' in upholding animal rights.
                                                                                                                          (20 Marks, 250 Words)

9. Are laws a successful instrument in strengthening ethics in public services?9. Electoral politics is often associated with numerous unethical practices. Highlight some of
     these and recommend steps to curb them.                                           (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
4. B. The Constitution of India is above all a living ethical document. Elucidate.
                                                                                                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. c. “Education must not simply teach work- it must teach life”- WEB Du Bois
                                                                                                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
5. a) A person must not simply avoid corrupt or dishonest practices in public relations but
       adhere to the best principles and ideals of service. Discuss the role of probity in
       promoting such behaviour.                                                                     (10 Marks, 150 Words)

5. a) Discuss the role of social media in changing one's attitude, particularly the youth.
                                                                                                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)

5. a) Ethical businesses have an upper hand in terms of customer retention and brand image. Thus
        ,in the coming years, the importance of corporate ethics is only going to increase. Do you agree
       with this view? Discuss.                                                                              (10 Marks, 150 Words)

5. (b) Discuss the basic measures which you would include if you were asked to evaluate the
         performance of a civil servant. Would you give more importance to the code of ethics or
         citizens’ perception of public service quality?                                           (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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10. How is All India Services (Conduct) Rules, 1968 is helpful in maintaining integrity in civil
      services?

10. What is the meaning of cognitive dissonance? How can it be avoided in the public sphere?
                                                                                                                (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
5. A. The values conveyed by the term ‘bureaucracy’ are quite different from those conveyed
         by public service. Explain the difference between the two terms using examples.
                                                                                                              (10 Marks, 150 Words)

5. A. “There has been a tendency for political attitudes in India and also elsewhere in the
           world to veer towards the welfare of the few over the overall and collective welfare of
          all”. In this context, discuss some of the possible reasons for this situation. Also, suggest
          some suitable measures to tackle this challenge.                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

5. A. In what way has peoples political attitude and preferences has changed due to restrictions
        imposed by government due to corona virus pandemic?                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
5. A. In what way has people’s political attitude and preferences changed due to restrictions
         imposed by the government due to corona virus pandemic?      (10 Marks, 150 Words)
5. b) “Working without personal motivation does not reduce the quality of our work; instead
           we become even more skilful than before”. Examine Mission Karma yogi in the light
          of the above statement.                                                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

5. b) Today, emotional intelligence has been identified as the most important criteria of leadership.
        Explain how Indian philosophical thought talks about Emotional Intelligence.
                                                                                                                        (10 Marks 150 Words)

5. b) Modern diplomacy is currently experiencing fundamental changes at an unprecedented rate that
        has brought new challenges to diplomats. What are these changes and what are the areas in
        which diplomats and governments need to be proactive today.                 (10 Marks, 150 Words)

5. (a) Discuss the vital role played by citizens’ charter in public life and governance. If you were a
         civil servant discuss the measures you would take to include public opinion in your
         governance.                                                                                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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1. “It is a mistake to suppose that there is always a single right answer to every ethical dilemma” 
     (Richard Norman). Evaluate.                                                                             (10 marks,150 words)
1. Identify the ‘ideal ’ways in which a public authority has to exercise its power.
                                                                                                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)

Answer each of the following question in not more than 150 words:                            (10x5=50)
11. “Relativity applies to physics, not ethics.”—Albert Einstein.

-21-

11. Distinguish between law and ethics, both being factors influencing human behavior. Is one
     more important than the other? If yes, which one and why?             (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
5. B. Why is impartiality or non-partisanship considered as a foundational public service
         value?                                                                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)

5. B. “Being ethical all the time might not be entirely practical”. Do you agree with this view?
          Justify your opinion                                                                                (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
6. What do each of the following quotations mean to you?
    a. “If a man be his own guard, let him guard himself against rage. Left unguarded, his own wrath
         will annihilate him”.- Thirukkural                                                          (10 Marks, 150 Words)

6. What do the following quotes mean to you?
   a) ‘Public money ought to be touched with the most scrupulous conscientiousness of honour. It
        is not the produce of riches only, but of the hard earnings of labour and poverty.’- Thomas
        Paine                                                                                                      (10 Marks, 150 Words)

6. What do the following quotes mean to you?
    a) “Reason has always existed but not always in a reasonable form.” - Karl Marx
                                                                                                                        (10 Marks, 150 Words)

5. (b) Do you agree that without the right to information (RTI), governments cannot be held
         accountable for their actions? Analyze the major hindrances to this right and the reforms
         needed.                                                                                                  (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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2. “It is said that some human actions can lead to both ethical and unethical consequences 
     simultaneously and it is necessary to prioritize the values and decide to either do or not do the
     action”. Illustrate the statement.                                                                        (10 marks,150 words)

2. In the context of Civil Services in democracy, the Civil Servant's accountability to elected
    representatives is at times in clash with their responsibility to greater good. Which one
    should take precedence according to you? Argue your case.             (10 Mark, 150 Words)

12. “The best of all possessions is the wealth of compassion available only to noble men. For
       the meanest of men too possess worldly wealth”—Thiruvalluvar.

-23-

12. Are happiness and contentment synonymous with each other? Give examples to substantiate
      your answer.                                                                                          (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
6. A. Can ethics come in the way of professional competence? Substantiate with examples.
                                                                                                          (10 Marks, 150 Words)

6. A. Can objectivity and compassion go together? Analyze                         (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
6. b. "Compassion is not a sign of weakness, but a sign of strength.".– Dalai Lama
                                                                                                                         (10 Marks, 150 Words)
6. b) “We all decry prejudice yet are all prejudiced.” - Herbert Spencer.        (10 Marks, 150 Words)6. b) “Capabilities are clearly manifested only when they have been realised.” – Simone de
         Beauvoir.                                                                                                   (10 Marks, 150 Words)

6. (a) “If you live on the river, befriend the crocodile.” Discuss the relevance of this Indian proverb
          in the context of international relations.                                                (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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3. “Decline of joint families has done more harm than good”. Discuss the ethical implications.
                                                                                                                                  (10 marks,150 words)

3. Suggest some measures to make the Citizen's Charter movement a real success in India.
                                                                                                          (10 Marks, 150 Words)

13. “We can complain because rose bushes have thorns or rejoice because thorn bushes have
        roses”—Abraham Lincoln.

-25-

13. What is the meaning of moral force? How is a necessary component of ethical public
       relations?                                                                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

S-CORE
6. B. What do you mean by cyber-ethics? Highlight some of the unethical issues arising in
         the cyberspace and ways to curb them?                                    (10 Marks, 150 Words)

6. B. How is the arrival of technology and the rise of nuclear families affecting the ethical
         development of children in present times? Discuss                                 (10 Marks, 150 Words)

I - WIL
6. c. “Knowledge gives us power, love gives us fullness." - Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
                                                                                                                            (10 Marks, 150 Words)

6. c) “Religion is not in books, nor in theories, nor in dogmas, nor in talking, not even in 
         reasoning.
         It is being and becoming.” - Swami Vivekananda.                            (10 Marks, 150 Words)

6. c) “A man is but a product of his thoughts. What he thinks, he becomes.” – M.K. Gandhi
                                                                                                                            (10 Marks, 150 Words)

6. (b) Discuss the impact of civil service values such as integrity, low corruption, and impartiality
         on the socio-economic development of the country.                           (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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4. Explain the role of human values in making a person public-spirited.        (10 marks,150 words)
4. “Corruption in India, of late, is being fought through new and unconventional mechanisms”.
     Discuss them with examples.                                                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)

14. “Make compassion the cotton, contentment the thread, modesty the knot and truth the
        twist.”—Guru Nanak.
14. A tongue may weigh little but it can crush a man”—Tibetan proverb.

-27-

                                                                      SECTION B

14. Anmol is posted as the deputy superintendent of police in a rural area. The abduction and
     murder of a seven-year-old boy sparks widespread outrage in his village. A group of villagers
     gathers in front of the house of the suspect and is preparing to attack the family members of
     the absconding suspect. Anmol’s subordinate informs her about this impending act of
     violence. She rushes to the scene and encounters an angry mob abusing the suspect’s family
     including the female members. The situation is very tense and police constables are mute
     spectators as they are far outnumbered by the mob.
     i. What can Anmol do to diffuse the crisis? Answer with reference to public service
         values demanded by the situation.
    ii. It is often seen that people are quick to take law into their hands. What are the probable
        reasons behind that? Suggest ways to prevent such occurrences.          (20 Marks, 250 Words)

S-CORE

7. The chief secretary and director general of police (DGP) in a particular state were seen
    visiting the chief minister of that state to congratulate him on his party sweeping the local
    body polls in the state. This incident was circulated on media and the opposition party
    accused the state government of using the bureaucracy and police for political ends.
    i. What are the ethical issues implicit in this incident?
    ii. The political and the permanent executive have to work in close collaboration with
        each other while maintaining their Constitutional independence from each other.
       Highlight some challenges to this.                                               (20 Marks, 250 Words)

7. You have grown up in a family who are conservative in their outlook. They expect their kids
    to marry within their caste and religion. You are the eldest child in the family. Even though
    you loved a girl while in your graduation, you could not muster up the courage to marry her
    fearing the wrath of your family and other members in the family. You have three other
    younger siblings who are girls whom you love and taken care of their every needs as much
    as you can.
    The eldest among them confesses to you that she is in love with a guy belonging to different
    caste and she is even willing to marry this guy despite any opposition from the family.
    Though you support her decision, you are afraid your parents will not let her carry on with
    this decision. You are concerned about your parents as well your sister’s well-being in the
    near future. You are also afraid for your other sisters that they might not find suitable groom
    within your caste since your family will be socially ostracized if you allow your sister to
    marry outside the caste.
    In this context, answer the following questions:
    1. What are the options available to you in the present situation? Debate their pros and
        cons.
   2. What will be your course of action? Justify your course of action adequately.
                                                                                                                            (20 Marks, 250 Words)

I - WIL

7. Even though people are aware that dowry is a crime, the evil still exists in society. Recently,
    a young girl committed suicide after complaining of dowry harassment. In her case, there
    were 102 witnesses and 53 pieces of evidence including her voice note sent to her husband
    where she complains about the torture she faced from her in-laws. It’s not just her but several
    other women who face dowry threats and die because their families are not able to meet the
    dowry demands. The difference is that such incidents do not come to light as victims decide
    to stay silent about it.

   As per research, in the last three years, the conviction rate is low and the sad part is that
   hardly anyone gets proven guilty in these cases. Many literate and developed states has seen
   high number of incidence of dowry cases of late. This shows that even high rate of literacy
   has not been able to stop this menace. For example, with a 96.2% literacy rate, Kerala is
   India’s most literate state. According to the 2011 census reports, 96.11% of males and
   92.07% of females are literate in the state. However, a statistics report published by Kerala’s
   Economic and Statistics Department has revealed that cases of dowry-related deaths has
   skyrocketed in the state.
   a. Why is dowry so deeply entrenched in our society?
   b. What measures are needed to combat it?                                                   (20 Marks, 250 Words)

7. You are appointed as DM of the district where there has been a series of deaths of children in
    government hospitals over the past few months. The parents of the children are blaming that the
    negligence of the doctors and staff is the main reason for the deaths. Upon inspection of a hospital,
    you find that the hospital is unhygienic and filthy. The staff are mostly glued to their mobile    
    phones.
   The superintendent of the hospital tells you that staff can’t be blamed overall. The hospital,
   especially the paediatric department, is ill equipped and understaffed and serves three times its
   capacity. It is causing a shortage of oxygen cylinders and other medical provisions.
   Upon further enquiry, you find that the primary care is the worst in the district. Adding to this is
   the poor roads and connectivity. By the time people reach hospital the conditions of children
   worsens and doctors get very less time to save the children.
   a. What are the ethical issues involved in the case?
   b. What are the immediate steps that will you take to fix the problem?       (20 Marks, 250 Words)

7. You are posted as SP of a district. In one of the police stations in your jurisdiction ,there has been
    an incident in which police had brought a person belonging to a minority community for enquiry
    and had kept him in the station for the whole night. The person was admitted to the hospital in the
    morning as his health deteriorated and he died during the treatment. But the family of the dead
    person is now accusing the police of summoning him on false pretenses and when his wife and
    daughter went to meet him, police demanded two ducks as bribery to let him go. He didn't have
    any health complications and his death was due to police atrocities. This has sparked a violent
    protest by his family ,relatives and other villagers. The protesters have set ablaze the police station
    and the vehicles. It is found in the CCTV camera that it was the dead person’s wife and daughter 
    who poured the petrol and set the fire. There is also a possibility of this incident sparking 
    communal riots in the state as the police are from different communities than that of the dead 
    person.
    In this case consider the following questions.
    a. As SP of the district ,what measures will you take to ensure peace in the district?
    b. Is the act of setting ablaze police stations and vehicles by the dead person’s wife and daughter
       justifiable?                                                                                                 (20 Marks, 250 Words)

                                                                          SECTION - B

7. You are a senior manager in the overseas operations of ABC Corporation. ABC is a multinational
    corporation in the field of IT services and is seeking to expand its business avenues. Two years ago,
    it started a new venture in tourism and hospitality and has invested $20 million in the neighboring
    country X. Country X is a small island nation with a small but developing economy. Six months
    after the construction of the hotel began, the project was delayed due to the corona pandemic.
    Construction had come to a halt and the government had promised tax cuts and other incentives for
    the corporation to continue its operations. After the pandemic, the country didn't recover as
    expected, and financial mismanagement by the government led to further economic collapse. The
    economy is in free fall, where the price of imports has skyrocketed. Rising fuel prices and other
    construction imports have made construction extremely costly. The government is hopeful of the
    economic recovery and wants the corporation to invest further and not abandon them at this crucial
    moment. As a senior manager, you have in earlier instances negotiated with the government for
    better deals and incentives. Considering the huge risks involved in investing more, the Board now
    wants you to negotiate a complete tax-free status for the project and expeditious economic
    clearances for the previously unapproved projects in eco-sensitive zones. These new projects would
    increase the investments to $100 million. The government of X is upset by such proposals as this
    would not create any value for them in return other than a few extra jobs. But the government is
    desperate for dollar reserves and doesn't want to miss the opportunity. As someone who has studied
    the tourism potential of the country, you know that it's good to invest more. Though the new
    incentives sought by the board create profits for shareholders, you feel that it is morally wrong for
    an already struggling country. Instead, you propose to launch a humanitarian drive for struggling
    locals where the hotel is being constructed as this would increase the brand value and awareness.
   Your suggestion is shut off and the board wants you to somehow negotiate the deal with the
    government of X and nothing more.
   1. Discuss the ethical issues involved in the situation. What are the options available to you?
       Discuss their merits and demerits.
   2. What is corporate ethics? Examine the role of a private corporation in society. Should they
       work towards creating value for people and the ecosystems where they serve?
                                                                                                                           (20 Marks, 250 Words)
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5. Crisis and miseries in modern life could be attributed to prioritizing economic values over human
    values. Elucidate.                                                                                                   (10 marks,150 words)

5. What are the factors determining quality of public service delivery? List two functions of
    Code of Conduct in this regard.                                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)
15. “Take from a man his reputation for probity, and the more shrewd and clever he is, the more
       hated and mistrusted he becomes”—Cicero.
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6. What are the ethical concerns regarding capital punishment? Should India abolish it?
                                                                                                                                       (10 marks,150 words)

6. The role of Official Secrets Act in our democracy is often overlooked and it is one-sidedly
    considered to weaken right to information. Comment critically.      (10 Marks, 150 Words)
Answer each of the following question in not more than 200 words:                            (15x4=60)
16. In the border villages with our neighbouring country there are underground channels dug,
     they are used to smuggle cheap food items and narcotic substances from other side of the
     border and given to dwellers of these villages. These villages are unconnected to district
     headquarters and hardly the PDS supplies reach here. You are the newly appointed Village
    Administrative Officer (VAO) of one of these villages. Your predecessors involved in
    corruption by permitting smugglers. A group of women, approach you and request you to
    crackdown only narcotic smuggling not that of food items. What will be your response? A
    constraint to be kept in mind here is manpower shortage in your department.

-31-

15. Jose is a government school teacher in Imphal. He lives with his elderly parents in the city
      while the rest of their family lives in a village in the state. A boy of ten in Jose’s village loses
      both his parents in a road accident. His mother knew the boy’s family and wants to bring
      him home. Jose thinks it is a good gesture as a stop-gap arrangement before he is
      rehabilitated in any of his relatives’ house. He recovers from his loss after receiving care and
      affection at Jose’s house. But within few days of the boy’s arrival Jose finds that his mother
      has reduced the boy to a mere domestic help. She suffers from some ailments like
      rheumatism and having a helping hand around the house all the time is a great help for her.
      The family with its meagre earnings cannot afford a help. Jose is not sent to school despite
      Jose having admitted him in his school. Jose knows that his mother is committing a crime
      but his mother refuses to budge.
      i. Examine the options before Jose with their merits and demerits. As a conscientious
         citizen, what should Jose do?
     ii. How can Jose resolve the conflict between the boy’s right to education and his mother’s
         health?
    iii. What are some of the values that teachers must espouse in their professional and private
          lives?                                                                                             (20 Marks, 250 Words)

S-CORE
8. A certain political party in a state had expressed solidarity with the committee protesting
    against a refinery project. But after coming to power, the party reversed its stance and started
    making plans to revive the stalled project in a different location. The government argues that
    the new location on the coast is barren and would not cause any displacements. But the
    protest committee says that the basis of its opposition to the refinery is environmental as it
    poses risks to the fragile coastal ecosystem. Despite the government’s assurances that no
    environmental harm shall be done by the project, the protesters whose numbers are
    increasing by the day, are not convinced.
    i. Identify the various ethical conflicts in this case.
   ii. In such a scenario what is the best way forward for the government? Give reasons.
                                                                                                                  (20 Marks, 250 Words)

8. You are an IPS officer posted in one of the states of India. Prior to a planned visit of the
    Union Home Minister to the state, you have been given the charge of supervising security
    arrangements for the minister’s cavalcade. There had been some demonstrations in different
    parts of the state over a recent policy announcement of the union government but the
    minister’s itinerary did not include any of those areas. Meticulous arrangements are made
   for the visit. The state police force has also been active in all the preparations. But on the
   day of the minister’s arrival an unplanned demonstration starts approaching one of the
   arterial roads through which the minister’s vehicle is to pass. There is a traffic snarl and the
   minister is stuck on the road for nearly half an hour before the roads are decongested for
   normal flow of traffic again. The Director General of Police reprimands you for this lapse though
   there had been no perceptible negligence from your end. You are asked to submit a
   report on the incident.
  (i)  How will you defend yourself in the report? Highlight the ethical dilemmas implicit in
        this situation.
 (ii) What ethical values are needed to face a situation like this?                   (20 Marks, 250 Words)

I - WIL
8. Media is considered as one of the most powerful tools in providing information to people .
    With all it's pervasive nature ,media has become a part of our life. It gives us the opportunity
    to be updated and to be aware of our surroundings. It gives us the opportunity to connect
    with our friends and loved ones. In democracy it acts as a bridge between people and
    government and holds the government accountable.

   But there are concerns over the declining ethics in the media given the reports of fake news,
   TRP oriented content, lack of moral sensitivity and responsibility etc. This negative trend is
   making people lose trust in journalism.
   In light of this ,address the following questions.
   a. Why is it important to follow ethics in the media?
   b. What are the ethical issues associated with the media today?                   (20 Marks, 250 Words)

8. You are posted as secretary in the ministry of women and child development. The ministry is
    implementing a scheme of scholarship for daughters of single women to pursue higher education
    like engineering, medical etc. As the nodal officer of the scheme, you have been given the
    discretion
    to choose the beneficiaries under the scheme and form the necessary regulations for the effective
    implementation of the scheme.
    One day a man visits you. He is HIV positive and has a daughter who is brilliant in her studies.
    He tells you that his employer terminated him from his job after he was found HIV positive and
    he hasn't been able to get the job since then. His daughter is working as part time sales women in
    a clothing centre. Both of them are living hand -to -mouth existence and many times have to 
    sleep without food. They are living in a hut of two rooms which is also in dilapidated conditions.
   The social security scheme for HIV infected gives only a meagre amount that is mostly spent on 
   his medical treatment. His daughter has secured 93% in the board exam and 47 rank in NEET 
   while working part time and even after not having proper facilities and conducive environment to
   study.
   She is very ambitious, hardworking and brilliant. He pleads with you to provide his daughter with
   the scholarship under the current scheme.
   a. What are the ethical issues involved in the case?
   b. What course of action will you adopt?                                                      (20 Marks, 250 Words)

8. You have recently been appointed as the District magistrate of a district, which has been     
    witnessing
    floods for the last couple of years. This year is no exception. It has been raining continuously and
    has brought in unprecedented challenges. Thousands of people are trapped in flood waters. Boats
    needed for evacuation remained in lorries as the roads were damaged because of rain and were
    flooded. The boats reached the river, they could not enter the water because of the cross currents.
    Helicopters could not pick up people as desired for many reasons like there were trees near houses,
    old people could not climb up, and the houses did not have a rooftop. Communication lines are cut
    off. The batteries of mobiles of all your team members out in the field had drained after 3 days of
    rain, no power supply and damaged mobile towers. Corruption at lower levels of bureaucracy has
    further aggravated the situation. In the present situation
   a. As the District Collector, what are your priorities for solving the immediate problem?
   b. What long term measures would you take to prevent the future recurrence of the problem?
                                                                                                                           (20 Marks, 250 Words)

8. X is a 27-year-old medical representative (MR) who is a part of healthcare major ABC life       
    division.
    Last month, he allegedly committed suicide by jumping in front of a train. A note found on him is
    said to have mentioned "sales pressure", or the inability to meet sales targets, as having compelled
    him to take the step. The incident sparked unrest among ABC's local field representatives, who
    have staged a series of demonstrations, demanding adequate compensation for the dead employee's
    family and better service conditions for field representatives.
    An investigation was ordered and it was found that ABC pharma lures doctors to recommend their
    brand of medicines through high-value bribes through medical representatives, such as
    smartphones, credit cards, e-vouchers, etc. Doctors are also lured to prescribe unrelated yet
    expensive tests in ABC labs. And at the receiving end of this are medical representatives who are 
    tracked by their supervisors using iPads, which is a source of constant stress. X was not able to
    meet these targets and his incentives were cut, he had many loans to pay off. With huge stress and
    mounting pressure X committed suicide. There is no law to regulate unethical promotional    
    practices
    prevalent in the pharmaceutical industry. Patients are forced to buy costly medicines and go to
    costly tests.
    1. Highlighting the instances from the above case study, examine the importance of ethics in
        Healthcare.
   2. What would your options be if you were X? How would you handle the situation?
                                                                                                                           (20 Marks, 250 Words)
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7. You are a Superintendent of Police (SP). In your district, a young girl was sexually assaulted by 
    a Member of Legislative Assembly (MLA). The MLA has been arrested and bail is denied. The 
    adjudication is happening for last few weeks, on a day, while the victim and witnesses were on 
    their way back to home from court, a truck has hit their car and everyone including victim were
    left critically injured. Now, pressure on you to pursue this case with effective prosecution has 
    increased. But your wife is tremendously disturbed by what has happened to the victim. In light 
    of the money and muscle power behind the scene, she is deeply anxious about any threats to your
    life in coming days. She vehemently argues with you to seek a transfer and withdraw from this 
    case like your predecessor. She is affected by a similar story in which she lost her father who was
    an honest Sub-Inspector.
    How will you respond to your wife and how do you justify your stand?      (20 marks, 250 words)

7. You are Secretary of Ministry of Higher Education. There is a scheme from your ministry
    that finances overseas education of meritorious girl. Your daughter is a very bright student.
    She won gold medal at University. She wants to be independent. Hence, without your
    knowledge, she applied for this scheme and she got qualified too. But, now, the media has
    stirred up a controversy that you favoured your daughter and got her scholarship. Media has
    started questioning even the competence of your daughter and genuineness of her
    certificates. What shall you do? Also, how media and other watchdogs act as a restraint on
    genuine policy making.                                                                                   (20 Marks, 250 Words)
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17. “The 5Cs—Court, CAG, CVC, CBI and CIC—while being torch bearers of ethical
      governance have stumbled good governance since development is hampered by lack of
      innovative, quick and courageous decisions as a result of fear compounded by the five
      agencies”. Do you agree? Can we tell an honest civil servant need not mind the 5Cs?

-34-
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16. You are newly posted as an IPS officer in a Left-Wing Extremism (LWE)-affected area. The
      police stations in your jurisdiction house many undertrials suspected of having links with
      LWE. They are routinely interrogated by inspectors. One of the inspectors tortures an
      undertrial which leads to an internal injury. The undertrial dies a few days later. You are
      unaware of this matter as the inspector with some of the constables tries to suppress the
      issue. But the media finds out and there is widespread condemnation of the crime. You are
      summoned by the Director General of Police (DGP) and an explanation is demanded of you. You
      have never been negligent towards your duties and undertook surprise visits to all the
      jails under your jurisdiction. The following options are available to you. Evaluate each citing
      their merits and demerits.
      i. You could put all the blame on the inspector and wash your hands off the matter.
      ii. You could seek the advice of the DGP after explaining how you were deliberately kept
           in the dark about the undertrial’s torture by the subordinate police personnel.
     iii. You could tender an apology publicly and accept whatever disciplinary action is taken
          against you.
     iv. You could deny that the death was a result of custodial torture.
     Indicate (without restricting to the given options) what would your action be, giving
     proper reasons for the decision.                                                                    (20 Marks, 250 Words)

S-CORE
9. You are the quality control manager in one of the branches of an auto company that has
    recently started manufacturing electric scooters. The sales of your scooters run into lakhs.
    But over the past few days there have been reports that a couple of your scooters have caught
    fire. Though there have no casualties thus far, paranoid customers having been calling to
    voice their concerns and the top management is furious with the entire quality control team.
    Prior knowledge on the issue indicates that the cause of the fires in all probability is a battery
    manufacturing defect. You have been asked by your boss to launch an enquiry and compile
    a report within a week.
    i. identify the stakeholders involved in this issue.
   ii. As a conscientious employee, how would you deal with this issue?   (20 Marks, 250 Words)

9. Karma is a block level school inspector. On one of his rounds to a school he notices that
    three primary teachers have remained absent for many days. One of them has taken sick
    leave while the two others are absent without intimation. The children in the primary classes
    spend most of their time in the school playing or wandering about. Some other teachers take
    their classes occasionally when they get time. But their lessons have become very irregular
    Karma interrogates the non-teaching staff and the headmistress about this state of affairs.
    The headmistress expresses helplessness. She has tried contacting the absentee teachers but
    been denied talking to them on some or the other pretext or her calls have gone unanswered.
   (i)  Consider the following suggestions that Karma can give to the headmistress in this
         scenario. Choose one or any other that would be most apt giving reasons to justify your
         choice.
       a)  The service of the absentee teachers who have gone without applying for leave
            and are not available on the phone be terminated with immediate effect.
       b)  Send a non-teaching staff to their homes and find out the reason behind their
            absence.
       c)  Hire contractual teachers for the time being.
       d)  Wait for the absent teachers to come back.
 (ii)  Highlight the importance of and ways to cultivate ethics in the education system in
        India.                                                                                                         (20 Marks, 250 Words)

I - WIL
9. Shobha, and her team consisting of 5 members, has been assigned to carry out a social impact
    assessment about a national highway development project proposed in an aspirational
    district. Shobha has been made team leader and is assigned responsibility of coordination
    and to ensure that the survey is conducted properly. Each member has been allotted a remote
    village to conduct surveys and ascertain views of local people. The team has been strictly
    instructed not to disclose the identity of the respondents .

    While compiling data, Shobha is puzzled by the responses from one of the villages. Next
    day she goes to that particular village along with the rest of the team. Shobha randomly picks
    a person Mr.X from the list of respondents and asks him for clarification of the response he
    had given earlier. Mr.X gets confused and denies any knowledge of the survey being
    conducted. Shobha verifies this from other respondents and gets similar replies. This makes
    
    Shobha question the integrity and credibility of the survey process.
    a. What are the ethical issues involved in the situation?
    b. As a team leader accountable for credibility of the survey and working on a hard timeline, what 
        are the options available to Shobha? List their merits and demerits.
    c. Which course of action should Shobha follow?                                           (20 Marks, 250 Words)

9. Maternity is seen as a liability for working women at their workplace. If women want to take a
    longer break for their children, it is at the cost of promotion, important projects, or the job itself.
    There are other instances also in which many private companies have denied women the job or  
    have terminated them on pretext of some trivial reasons or have made women resign from their  
    positions  once they conceive. Though motherhood is divinity for working women it comes at the
    cost of their career.
   a. What are the ethical issues associated with the maternity jinx faced by women in India?
   b. What are your suggestions to address this problem?                               (20 Marks, 250 Words)

9. You are a project manager in a private company. Akash and Ajay are two of your team members
    but with opposite personality traits. Akash is a hardworking person who completes assigned work
    before time with the best quality. He is very sincere and punctual and hardly ever takes a leave. 
    His work is commendable and you have never received any complaint about his work. In your 
    personal interaction with Akash you found him to be an introvert who keeps to himself and spoke
    only when required. You received similar feedback from his colleagues as well. Whereas Ajay is 
    not as hard working and completes his work at the very last moment of the deadline. He has good
    rapport with the team which he uses to get his work done by the other team members. But he is 
    very confident and keeps the environment at work very cool. His friendly nature has been liked by
    other members of the team as well.
    Your senior executive has asked you to choose one among Akash and Ajay for the promotion and
    salary hike. In this context, answer the following questions:
    a. Discuss the merits and demerits of choosing one amongst the two for promotion.
    b. Based on your evaluation, whom will you choose for the job?
    c. What steps will you take to keep all the employees motivated who did not get a promotion?
                                                                                                                          (20 Marks, 250 Words)

9. You are hailing from a remote village. You are the only person who is pursuing a degree in your
    community. You have had access to education and modern values. You want every child in your
    village to have a good education. During holidays you visit your village and teach the children. In
    one such instance, you have come to know that one of the girls whom you used to teach is getting
    married. She is 17 and is about to complete her 12th standard. Child marriages like these were
    common within your community in the past but these have largely reduced now. You want to
    eliminate such practices. You have come to know that the person she is getting married to is your
    cousin. You talk to him about the importance of her education and the ills of child marriage. He
    seems to ignore your advice but promises that she will be allowed to continue her education and he
    is even ready to fund it. The girl's parents have convinced her to accept the marriage as they can't
    afford to educate her any further. You speak to both the parties again but they are not ready to call
    off the marriage or wait for another year until she turns 18. Your mother scolds you for interfering
    in their family matters and says that nothing much is going to happen in a year. She warns that any
    further attempts would lead to fights within the family and even within the community. If that
    happens you will not be allowed to interact within the community and teach them further.
   1. What are the options available to you in this scenario? Discuss their merits and demerits.
       Would you consider contacting the police despite such a warning from your mother?
    2. Why do you think people still practice child marriage? Highlight the ethical issues associated
         with it.
    3. Discuss the steps required to strengthen the community values in such scenarios.
                                                                                                                         (20 Marks, 250 Words)
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8. You lost your parents at a very young age and burden of caring two of your younger siblings fell 
    on you. Ramesh, an owner of small bakery offers you a job with which you and your siblings 
    make a living. Inspired by his compassion you worship him in heart and carry a photograph of 
    him with you always. You left the area after few years. You struggled and become a civil servant. 
    You are the newly appointed Labour Commissioner and the Ministry of Women and Child 
    Development writes to you to crackdown the highest incidence of child
    labour in your jurisdiction. Ramesh has now developed to establish chains of bakeries in the  
    area and he has been charged for employing child labourers.
    What will be your action against Ramesh? Justify by giving your arguments.
                                                                                                                                 (20 marks, 250 words)

8. You are commissioner of a municipal corporation. There is huge menace of street dogs.
    There is public outcry against the street dogs. Recently a young boy has been bitten to death
    by these street dogs. Public are also criticising corporation for inaction. Catching the street
    dogs and captivating them seems to be the only practicable solution. However, several NGOs
    are strongly objecting to such a move.
    1. What would you do in such a situation?
    2. Discuss the ethical dilemma of a ‘care-giving State' in upholding animal rights.
                                                                                                                          (20 Marks, 250 Words)

18. What is the significance of discretionary powers given to public servants? How is excessive
      discretion in public office an enemy to objectivity, non-partisanship and trusteeship? Suggest
      ways to prevent misuse of discretion.

-37-
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17. Ramesh is the Sarpanch of a Gram Panchayat. He likes taking a hands-on approach in
     working for the betterment of his village. Recently, he has come to know that the children
     of some sanitation workers who have newly joined the village school are being ostracized
     by the school teachers and other staff on account of their caste. There is reluctance to serve
     them food in the school’s utensils and the teachers also behave rudely with them. In the
     village too their families face hidden discrimination like not being invited to social functions
     and refused services by the washermen and milkman. Ramesh has gathered evidence in this
     regard from several villagers besides the statements of the sanitation workers themselves
     given when asked. Ramesh wants to put an end to this unjust historical prejudice in the
     village. He raises this issue in the Panchayat meetings but all the members vehemently deny
     these allegations.
     i. What should be Ramesh’s course of action in the matter?
     ii. What are the possible reasons behind the continuing prevalence of caste-based
         discrimination in several parts of the country? How can it be eradicated?
                                                                                                                         (20 Marks, 250 Words)

S-CORE
10. Sonam is the lead recruiter in one branch of his corporate firm. One of his cousins has
      appeared for the on-campus recruitment drive of Sonam’s company and made it to the final
      interview round. There are slots for five candidates and there are better candidates than
      Sonam’s cousin. Sonam has been helped a lot financially by her cousin’s family after her
      father passed away prematurely while Sonam was still a high school student. Almost her
      entire higher education has been financed by this cousin’s parents. She knowns that this is a
     great chance to repay them back as they would have felt humiliated if she had offered them
     the cost of her education. At the same time Sonam’s bias would have become evident if she
     had chosen her cousin over any of the other more suitable candidates.
    i. What are the ethical issues confronting Sonal in this case?
   ii. How do you think she should resolve her dilemma? Give reasons to justify your
       answer.                                                                                               (20 Marks, 250 Words)

10. As an individual who hails from a middle-class family, you are fully acquainted with the
     difficulties and complexities one faces in life in society. Your parents led a life where they
     readily helped people who needed it. This quality has become a part of your character as
     well. When you completed your graduation, you wanted to land a government job since it
     would help you in your endeavour to help people. You even landed a government job,
     however, once you started working, you realized the quantum of help provided by the
     government is not adequate. Furthermore, there is a delay in providing the required help.
     Seeing this situation, you instinctively decide based on the goodness of your heart and your
     upbringing that you have to take matters into your hand, you start helping people who need
     it from your savings and resources.
    This has increased your standing in the region, even though this was not your intention. Your
    increased fame in the region has soured your relationship with your colleagues. Importantly,
    this created a discord even in your personal life with your newlywed wife who opposes your
    approach to work since she believes that it will put the family’s future economic security in
    jeopardy. There are constant fights regarding this in your home. The situation in your office
    is also tense.
    In this context, answer the following questions:
    1. Will you in your administrative life adopt the approach taken by this individual in this
        case study? Justify your opinion adequately.                                            (10 Marks, 150 Words)
   2. What steps would you suggest for an administrator in India to ensure minimal conflict
       between ethics in their public and private life?                                        (10 Marks, 150 Words).

I - WIL
10. You are recently posted as the DM of a district. The district has very low scores in the
      development parameters of educational facilities and employment opportunities. The human
      development index score is also very low in the district. The district is also known for high
      prevalence of drug addiction. The youth of the district are becoming its victims of drug
      abuse. It is not only affecting their health but also creating law and order problems in the
      district.
 
      There is also criticism in the media about inaction on part of district administration to
      curtailing the drug mafia in the district. The media has also alleged that police personnel and
      the lower administrative staff are hand in gloves with the criminals.
     a. What are the ethical issues involved in the case?
     b. What measures would you take to curtail the problem of drug addiction and drug trafficking in 
         the district?                                                                                                (20 Marks, 250 Words)

10. Suresh is the Managing Director of an IT company that is known across the world for its   
      friendly work environment and employing people from diverse backgrounds. The CSR activities
     of the company are mainly directed towards achieving social inclusion and empowerment of  
     vulnerable sections of the society. A girl called Preeti working in the company confides in Suresh
     that she has been diagnosed with HIV because of malpractice by a medical practitioner who re-
     used a contaminated syringe that led her to contract the disease. Suresh, as MD of the company 
     asssures  Preeti that she can continue working in the firm without facing any form of 
     discrimination as the company has strict policies about tolerance.
     A few days later, Preeti submits her resignation letter. In her letter she states that she has faced
     discrimination at the workplace every day. Her colleagues are hesitant to eat lunch with her, they
     make sure they do not drink water from the same source and the females in the office comment 
     on her marital status. She was made to sit separately during departmental discussions. After 
     submitting the resignation, she tells you that she has been made to undergo mental trauma in the 
     firm and she intends to sue the company for mental harassment.
     If she takes the step, the public image of the company will be maligned and its non-  
    discriminatory policies will be questioned. Under this condition what are the options available to
     Suresh and which option should he choose?                                               (20 Marks, 250 Words)

10. You are posted as Block Development officer in a backward block. Your primary responsibility is
      to ensure disbursement of social security benefits like pensions, scholarships etc. to all eligible
      beneficiaries. In order to bring transparency and accountability, the government has released a new
      app where biometrics of beneficiaries are captured while disbursing the benefits. One day a
      widowed tribal woman affected by leprosy approaches you and pleads for justice. Since she is
      affected by leprosy her skin has been damaged physiologically and fingerprints have become
      dysfunctional. Consequently, she is unable to prove her biometric identity to avail pension. Since
      proving the biometric identity is mandatory as per the existing rules, local authorities have denied
      her the benefits.
     a. What are the options available to you?
     b. Evaluate their merits and demerits.
     c. Which option do you choose and why?                                                    (20 Marks, 250 Words)

10. Arun is a young 32-year-old politician who has plans of contesting the next MLA elections. He is
      an engineering graduate and worked as an electrical engineer in a reputed firm. While   
      undertaking electrical works for public projects under the firm he noticed the high levels of 
      corruption while dealing with public money and resolved to fight against corruption by being a 
      legislator. In the past 5 years, he has actively worked towards organizing people in demanding 
      various social works in his hometown through a number of campaigns. These campaigns are 
      successful and he is popular among the public. A state party that is in opposition has assured him
      a ticket for contesting the next election. The incumbent three times MLA is worried about Arun's
      rising popularity. He has started distributing sarees, liquor, and cash to the public. Arun 
      campaigns on his popularity and further promises people of developmental work once he is 
      elected. Arun is short of the huge marketing budget required to campaign across the constituency
      and reach every voter. With less time left he isn't able to generate enough money through 
     voluntary donations. Arun ultimately loses the elections by a narrow margin. Arun concludes that 
     huge money is required to contest elections and  notices that people seem to favour freebies. The 
     next election is due in 5 years and Arun has changed his strategies and has focused on using his
     popularity and political connections to make money by providing contracts, transfers, etc. His 
     main aim now is to win in the upcoming elections.
    1. Would you agree with Arun's new plan of action? Do you think that Arun has lost his initial
         ideals? Give reasons for your argument.
    2. Examine the influence of one's experiences in forming one's behavior and attitude.
                                                                                                                           (20 Marks, 250 Words)
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19. We consistently hear the news about leakage of question papers before conduct of exams.
      Identify various stakeholders and ethical issues in this regard. Give three solutions that can
      robustly deter question paper leakage.
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1. “It is a mistake to suppose that there is always a single right answer to every ethical dilemma” 
     (Richard Norman). Evaluate.                                                                             (10 marks,150 words)
1. Identify the ‘ideal ’ways in which a public authority has to exercise its power.
                                                                                                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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2. “It is said that some human actions can lead to both ethical and unethical consequences 
     simultaneously and it is necessary to prioritize the values and decide to either do or not do the
     action”. Illustrate the statement.                                                                        (10 marks,150 words)

2. In the context of Civil Services in democracy, the Civil Servant's accountability to elected
    representatives is at times in clash with their responsibility to greater good. Which one
    should take precedence according to you? Argue your case.             (10 Mark, 150 Words)

Answer each of the following question in not more than 250 words:                        (20x3=60)
20. The Satyam scandal involved manipulation of accounts by board members, the Tata Sons
      controversy involved Chairman complaining interference by founder, Infosys feud included
      founders raising allegations against CEO for his misconduct in terms of corporate
      governance standards. Thus, there has been increasing concerns regarding the corporate
      governance in India and the failure to uphold corporate governance standards has
      ramifications for investors and the larger economy.
     Answer the following questions:
     a. What are the ways in which minority stakeholder’s interests are protected?
     b. What is the role of independent directors?

-43-

18. You are the chairman of the recruitment board of your company. There is a vacancy for the
      post of project manager which requires a specific set of skills. After interviewing several
      candidates, the board shortlists two for the post. One candidate, who is also preferred by
      you, has all the requisite skills and appears motivated, enthusiastic about the job profile. But
      his communication skills in English, needed for interacting with overseas experts as part of
      the project, is not up to the mark. The other candidate however has great English
      communication skills but his knowledge base in the relevant domain is shallower than the
      first candidate. Your casting vote will decide who will be finally recruited as the votes for
      either candidate are tied.
      i. Who will you give your vote to which candidate? Give reasons for your choice.
      ii. What are the values in general that you should espouse in acting as the chairman of the
          recruitment board?                                                                           (20 Marks, 250 Words)

S-CORE
11. Akhil is posted as a block level school inspector. On one of his surprise school visits, he
     finds a teacher dispensing harsh corporal punishment to a group of boys. The teacher is
     shocked and terrified to have been caught red-handed by Akhil. Upon being interrogated on
     the matter, he claims that it was a one-time affair as the students had refused to mend their
     ways despite repeated warnings. The teacher assures Akhil that this will never be repeated.
     He cites some health issues as one of the additional reasons behind his irritability. But
     corporal punishment is strictly prohibited in all schools in India. As the school inspector,
     what options does Akhil have in addressing this issue? Deliberate on the merits and demerits
    of each option. State the one you think he should choose giving reasons for the same.
                                                                                                                      (20 Marks, 250 Words)

11. Tuhin is a young branch postmaster in one of the rural post offices. He has joined the service
      around six months ago and is gradually getting to know the other employees in the post
      office. A female employee in his office is found to be lackadaisical in her work. She takes a
      longer than usual lunch break and keeps customers waiting in queue at the counter while she
      attends personal phone calls. When this comes to Tuhin’s notice he summons her to his cabin
      and tries to find out the reason behind her unprofessional behaviour. The employee is not
      able to provide any satisfactory reason for her conduct. Tuhin politely requests her to mend
      her attitude towards her duties so that customers are not inconvenienced. However, the
      employee resumes her unprofessionalism after a few days. Tuhin is left with no option than
      to give her a strongly worded warning. This seems to anger her and she files a complaint of
      harassment against Tuhin before the Internal Complaints Committee of the post office.
      (i) Bring out the crisis of ethical values presented by this case.
      (ii) State some workplace ethics that employees of every organisation must follow
            explaining their significance.                                                                (20 Marks, 250 Words)

I - WIL
11. Ajay is posted as District Education Officer in a district. One of his primary responsibilities
     is to look into the matters of violation of the Right to Education Act. One day he is presented with
     a case in which a poor farmer had beaten his daughter for not going to attend her exams.
     Eventually, he tied her up and carried her to the examination hall. According to existing
     laws, corporal punishment to children by parents or teachers is a punishable offence which
     entails a three month jail term.
     
    When Ajay questioned the farmer, the poor farmer explained that he had done so to ensure
     a better future for his daughter as he does not want his children to live in poverty like him .
     He also says that his economic condition is poor and if he is taken to jail his children will
     face severe hardships.
     a. What are the options available to Ajay in the present situation .Which option should he
         choose?Justify.
    b. The conflict between law and conscience is often faced by civil servants in their dayto-day 
        work. Explain how this conflict can be addressed taking this case as an example.
                                                                                                                         ( 20 Marks, 250 Words)

11. Recently there have been cases of civil servants being caught in cases of corruption. According 
      to government data ,581 cases of corruption have been registered against IAS officers in 2020- 
      21.
     There have been instances of arrest of DGP of state with charges of involvement in scam, 
     dismissal of an IAS officer for siphoning of funds kept for cyclone relief etc. In other cases ,we 
     see the misuse of privileges like an IAS couple making the entire sports stadium vacant to walk 
     their dog disrupting the practice session of the athletes. These cases have even made the Supreme
    Court and various high courts call for the reforms in the civil services .
    The service which was once hallowed and inspired young Indians to make a career for themselves
    in civil services is facing the problem of lack of integrity and commitment to the ethos of civil
    services . This has affected the trust of the citizens in the administrative system. In this context
    answer the following questions.
   a. What are the reasons that are leading to moral erosion and misuse of previleges among civil
        servants?
   b. Do you accept the view that low pay is the reason for many to indulge in corrupt practices?
                                                                                                                        (20 Marks, 250 Words)

11. Karthik has been posted as a SDM in a part of the district that is backward and is facing the
      problem of high malnourishment among children.As soon as he assumed charge, he was 
     mandated by the DM to take immediate action against the issue and show progress. He collects 
     the basic information and facts about the issue and learns that the major reason for 
     malnourishment among children is women of the district being anaemic. The patriarchal setup 
     prevailing in the area has allowed least opportunities for the women to grow. Most of the girls are
     married off once they attain puberty.
     The administrative set up has turned blind eye to the situation, not wanting the wrath of
     communities. Mostly confined to home and engaged in the household work, women haven't been
     able to access the public healthcare facilities. In addition to this, there is rampant corruption in the
     ground among law enforcement agencies as well as the healthcare workers who are diverting the
     benefits given for pregnant women.
    a. What are the ethical issues involved in the present case?
    b. What measures would you adopt to improve the nutritional status of children of the district?
                                                                                                                        (20 Marks 250 Words)

11. You are a software developer in a social media company. You joined the company after graduation
      at its nascent stage, over the past 2 years the company has grown exponentially and has millions of
      users. You have worked hard for the growth of the company and have simultaneously cleared
     managerial certifications. The company today is valued at 2 billion dollars . In recognition to your
     successful work , you have been promoted as a manager and as a bonus you have been offered a
     huge pay rise or company stock options with limited rise. The company has huge potential to grow
     and you have chosen the stock options, you have also invested a portion of your saving in these
     stocks. After working as a manager for a few months , you have come to know that a chaotic and
     reckless environment exists at the top management. The company allows too many of its managers
     to access the platform's central controls and most sensitive information without adequate oversight.
    Some of the company's senior-most executives have been trying to cover up the company's serious
    vulnerabilities, and one or more current employees may be working for a foreign intelligence
    service. The intelligence service gathers sensitive information on foreign political activists. You
    realize that this poses a threat to users' personal information, company shareholders, national
    security, and to democracy. The company's leadership has misled its own board and government
    regulators about its security vulnerabilities leading to a huge market valuation. You feel that it's
    morally wrong and the company's practices are unethical. You discuss these issues with a senior
    manager but he rationalizes the issue pointing out that every tech company oversells itself in the
   market and that the data is the new oil that has to be explored and exploited. You think about
   releasing these sensitive documents anonymously but that could lead to many investigations and
   the collapse of the company's stocks. That would erase your personal fortunes and years of effort
   invested in the company.
   1. Discuss the ethical dilemmas a whistleblower would undergo. Do you think it's important to
       be morally correct at every step of our life?
   2. Discuss the importance of data security and ethical aspects of data mining.
    3. What are the options available to you? What would be the best possible option that you can
       conclude on?                                                                                              (20 Marks, 200 Words)
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3. “Decline of joint families has done more harm than good”. Discuss the ethical implications.
                                                                                                                                  (10 marks,150 words)

3. Suggest some measures to make the Citizen's Charter movement a real success in India.
                                                                                                          (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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4. Explain the role of human values in making a person public-spirited.        (10 marks,150 words)
4. “Corruption in India, of late, is being fought through new and unconventional mechanisms”.
     Discuss them with examples.                                                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)

21. Mr. A is a person well aware of the nitty-gritties of government functioning. He runs a
     computer center and two years back he started giving additional services to people like
     processing applications for different government certificates eg. birth certificate, getting files
     of different applications to become beneficiaries of different schemes of government
    approved, getting land records from local officials, etc. Sooner he become popular among
    the people as he is able to get the services from local bureaucrats very faster for which he
    charges a commission. 
    In reality, he is able to secure faster services from government authority by manipulating a
    pressure on them—which is misuse of RTI against them. He applies various RTI applications
    in which he implies many officers and on a false ground of dissatisfaction with their response
   he appeals against them to State Information Commission (SIC) and later to High Courts.
   The officers have to spend their time in arranging replies for unscrupulous questions or
   appearing before SIC bench or High Courts in appeal cases often. At the end, having
   understood this misuse, the High Court bench observes that “Mr. A has abused the RTI Act,
   causing criminal waste of time and energy of officers and spoilt the functioning of public
   institutions”.
   In this context, identify the ethical issues involved and suggest remedies.

-47-

19. A metro rail project in a suburban area of a mega city has run into trouble with local
      residents. Some of the people who will have to relocate on account of the project are
      protesting against the project. The government has assured them that they will be adequately
      compensated and offered them accommodation in the model residential colony coming up
      near the metro station. This metro has the potential to transform the standard of living in the
      entire area, attract businesses to set up offices in the locality and create numerous job
      opportunities there. But the protesters refuse to budge and press for cancellation of the
      project.
      i. Identify the issues and stakeholders involved in the case.
     ii. Suggest the way forward to resolve the conflict without having to shelve the project
         while also addressing the residents’ concerns.                                        (20 Marks, 250 Words)

S-CORE
12. Uma works in a publishing house. Her job responsibilities are a mix of desk work and field
      work. She has recently conceived a child. Upon hearing the news her senior who allocates
      the projects in the office starts diverting tasks that Uma is best suited for to her other
     colleagues. When Uma confronts her senior saying that she is capable of working on those
     projects without any difficulty her boss cites the pregnancy to advise her not to overexert
     herself by going on field work. Uma is asked to do light work during the next few months
     until she goes on maternity leave. Uma resents this attitude of her senior as it means that she
     will lose out on the various opportunities that she fairly deserves and this might also affect
    her chances to win the annual accolades given to best performing employees.
    i. Explore the various courses of action available to Uma in this scenario.
    ii. Gender identity is often at the heart of workplace ethics. Discuss.     (20 Marks, 250 Words)

12. Zeenat is an ASHA worker in a village in Madhya Pradesh since the past thirteen years.
      Almost every person in her village knows her. She has been instrumental in increasing the
      number of institutional deliveries, expanding immunization of children and curbing underfive
      mortality. In one unfortunate incident, a newly born infant of seven months dies few
     days after a routine vaccination. The cause of death is uncertain. But the villagers incite the
     distraught parents against Zeenat and her team. Soon a crowd of people, mostly from the
     infant’s family, gherao the primary healthcare centre of the village and demand that Zeenat
     be arrested for causing the death of the baby due to her negligence. The situation escalates
     to such an extent that the police has to be called. Protesters also stage a demonstration outside
     the block development office.
    (i) Explain the ethical issues at play in the given incident.
    (ii) If you were the block development officer before whose office this incident takes place,
         what course of action would you take to pacify the crowd?
   (iii) Account for the rise in vigilante justice in India suggesting ways to curb the menace.
                                                                                                                           (20 Marks, 250 Words)

I - WIL
12. You are a young civil servant and have joined the service with the spirit of serving public
      interest. You are recently married to the daughter of a local MLA and are now posted as
      CEO of zilla panchayat in your father-in-law’s constituency. Within a few days of posting,
       you come to know that MLA’s followers, who are mainly small contractors and many
      elected members of Gram Panchayat, are hand in glove with local Panchayat officials in
      misusing MGNREGA funds.Upon further enquiry ,you find out that each Panchayat
      secretary along with elected members have used machines to complete many works under
      the scheme and siphoned off funds creating fake job cards and all this was done at the behest
      of your father-in-law. Now, the state government has taken cognizance of the issue after a
      media report and has ordered CEOs of all districts to probe the matter and file a detailed
      report.

     Your father-in-law is pressurising you to file a false report as he himself is under pressure
      from his followers, who if found guilty will be slapped with a criminal case. Some
      contractors have contacted and requested him not to mention their names in the report in
      return for a hefty bribe. Some Panchayat secretaries have requested him to spare them as
      according to them Panchayat members had coerced them into becoming partners in crime.
     1. What are the options available to you in the present case?
     2. Evaluate the merits and demerits of each of these options.
     3. Which course of action would you choose and why?                                (20 Marks, 250 Words)

12. Shobha is the District Education Officer posted in a district that has a history of communal   
      clashes.
     One day she comes to know that in a certain school in your district, there is an ongoing
     discrimination against students of the minority community by some of the teachers in the school.
     This has started building up discriminatory attitude in other students towards them. She has  
     received a complaint regarding the same from the parents of the students who are being  
     discriminated against. The teachers who have been discriminating against the students are affiliated
     with a right wing organisation which has a powerful presence in the area. The accused teachers 
     have otherwise contributed a lot to school academically. They have been in the school since it's 
     initial days. Also, one of the accused teachers is a close relative of the trustee of the school.

    a. What are the options available to Shobha in this case?
    b. Evaluate the merits and demerits of these options.
    c. Which option should Shobha choose and why?                                          (20 Marks, 250 Words)

12. Effective utilisation of funds is the inevitable requirement for success in the governance process.
      Utilisation of funds is linked to different stages like sanctioning a specific amount, procurement
      and implementation. A weak and inefficient procurement process leads to poor utilisation of   
      funds.
      In India, the procurement practices often differ from what is prescribed because of the hurdles
      such as inefficient monitoring process, limited accountability and governance, limited awareness
     and organisational culture.
     a. What are the challenges that are associated with public procurement policy?
     b. If you are posted as secretary in the finance department, what measures would you take to
         reform the public procurement system?                                                   (20 Marks, 250 Words)

12. Nandgad is a small remote district. It has deciduous vegetation that receives adequate rainfall and
      has an irrigation canal flowing through it. Agriculture is the main activity in this district which
      lacks industries. Shivpur is its administrative center that has a defunct paper industry. The 
      industry has been closed due to mismanagement. It has all the facilities of a district headquarters.
      Earlier the industry used to employ many workers and the town was buzzing with activities. A 
      railway line
      passes 10 km from shivpur. The state government offers a 5 years tax holiday as an incentive to
      industries.
      You have plans of reviving the paper industry and decide to take benefits of the tax break. You
      acquire the defunct industry and work hard on reviving the eucalyptus plantation and    
      strengthening and modernizing irrigation with drip irrigation with the help of the agriculture
     department. It has benefitted the local farmers to diversify their income sources. You have 
     employed the local people and were very happy to get jobs near their homes. The industry 
     required huge investments to renew the old machinery. Despite this, you have provided the 
     employees with basic income during the lockdown. There is a major review pending by the 
     district administration to decide on the tax incentive. The incentive is dependent on a few 
     conditions of meeting the required employment and value created. The official responsible for this
     review is delaying it. You have complained about the same with the administration but have not 
     heard back from them. You are increasingly facing power issues and you have written and 
     requested the power department for increasing the authorized usage , but they are delaying it. You
     speak with owners of other industries and found that the administration is riddled with corruption 
    and no work will progress without bribing the officials. You are upset that beneficial industries are 
    made to suffer. You raise the issue at higher levels in the state and even through media channels.
    This has upset the district administration and the officer has pointed out the lack of full pay to the 
    employees during the lockdown and has threatened to review negatively. Your efforts to improve 
    irrigation have received backlash from the agriculture department. Now you are expected to pay 
    more than before to smoothen the operations of your industry.
   1. Discuss the ethical values associated with corruption. How does it affect the growth of the
       country?
   2. Explain the values of public administration which are neglected in this case study.
   3. How would you proceed further? Evaluate if relocating to other districts with favourable  
       administration is a better option.                                                               (20 Marks, 250 Words)
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5. Crisis and miseries in modern life could be attributed to prioritizing economic values over human
    values. Elucidate.                                                                                                   (10 marks,150 words)

5. What are the factors determining quality of public service delivery? List two functions of
    Code of Conduct in this regard.                                                       (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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